WELCOME BACK SATURDAYS:
FALL 2020
ACCESSORIES TRENDS
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MEET THE TEAM
A genuine retail insider, Karen
Giberson has years of experience in
communications, merchandising,
marketing and public relations. As
President & CEO of the Accessories
Council, a non-proﬁt advocacy group,
she represents a $50B+ industry with
over 350 dynamic member companies
in the fashion footwear, accessory and
jewelry industries. Beyond current
members, Karen works with hundreds
of brands, retailers, licensees, talent,
and industry support executives.

“I love (and already own) these sandals
from THE WESTSIDE. I am deﬁnitely
in for another pair of fuzzy
Birkenstocks!”

INTRODUCTION
BIRKENSTOCK sandals at THE WESTSIDE
($150)
1162 Madison Avenue

Jessica Richards is a trend forecaster,
brand builder, and product development
specialist whose synergistic focus inspires
what is now and next for her clients at
JMR Design Consulting. With an
extensive background in forecasting,
concept, and design for major North
American retailers, she brings a
forward-thinking yet commercially and
brand-right viability to projects across the
ready-to-wear, footwear, and accessories
categories. Jessica also serves as Trend
Director for the Accessories Council.
“This clog from VERONICA BEARD is
my Madison Avenue top pick. It is the
perfect transitional shoe to go back to a
warm weather dress, but will also work
equally in fall with the denim dressing
we’re seeing in ready-to-wear. The
styling reads casual cool, with a heel
height that’s easy but also able to
elevate your look. This is a go-to fall
staple.”
VERONICA BEARD clogs ($395)
988 Madison Avenue
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STORE HIGHLIGHTS
Longchamp is a global destination for travel
accessories, handbags, and lifestyle fashion. Its
timeless collections deﬁne modern luxury and the
insatiable desire for globe-trotting adventure.
“Longchamp had so many timeless classics. I love
their sunglasses too!” - KG

713 Madison Avenue
Frances Valentine is a modern American lifestyle
brand, founded by Kate + Andy Spade, and Elyce
Arons. The designs, colors, and patterns capture
and sustain Kate Spade’s spirit through its
vintage-inspired yet modern styling.
“Frances Valentine was one of the highlights of my
visit to Madison Avenue, it was a pop of
happiness! Lots of color, down to earth touches
and I loved the mix of items!” - KG

INTRODUCTION
793 Madison Avenue

Marc Jacobs’ irreverent designs and
grunge-inspired styling have given his
eponymous collection a sense of casual cool since
his brand ﬁrst launched in 1984.
“You just can’t go into a Marc Jacobs store and
not smile. There was a touch of whimsy with lots
of great colors!” - KG

655 Madison Avenue

@HYPEBEAST

@HANDINFIRE

LONGCHAMP wallet ($255),
bag ($550)
713 Madison Avenue

“The variety of quilting in BOTTEGA VENETA
was outrageous! Loved the tote bags!” - KG

ANINE BING belt ($199)
838 Madison Avenue

TIBI

THE REAL REAL

MAJE bag ($320)
1070 Madison Avenue

BOTTEGA VENETA bag ($3700)
740 Madison Avenue

RED HOT
Red is the must-have color of the season - and quite easy to spot in the shops on Madison Avenue! Whether it is in a more traditional handbag shape like those we spotted
at LONGCHAMP or in a fashion-forward mini silhouette at MAJE, this standout shade makes for the perfect accent, especially against a neutral ready-to-wear look.
The covetable weave of the BOTTEGA VENETA top handle bag is our seasonal fashion fantasy item.

MARK CROSS bag at FIVESTORY ($2290)
1020 Madison Avenue

FRANCES VALENTINE tote ($428), crossbody ($268)
793 Madison Avenue

PUNTO OTTICO (from a selection)
994 Madison Avenue

GOING GREEN
We loved the range of calming green tones spotted on Madison. From the olive green tonal dressing at FIVESTORY, pairing a chic outerwear piece back to a classic
MARK CROSS silhouette, to the whimsical FRANCES VALENTINE kelly green in a range of silhouettes, this is another must-have color for Fall 2020. We also love the
idea of changing up your opticals to a fun fashion frame, like these styles spotted at PUNTO OTTICO.

@HYPEBEAST

@HANDINFIRE

ANINE BING bag ($499)

IRO boots ($970)
1013 Madison Avenue

ZARA
TIBI

THE REAL REAL

ISABEL MARANT hat at INTERMIX
($160)
1003 Madison Avenue

VINCE bags ($245 - 795)
980 Madison Avenue

NOT-QUITE-WINTER WHITE
This Fall we love brightening our palettes with a range of whites, ivories, and everything in between, making this color family an essential for transitional dressing. At
IRO, slouchy ivory boots paired back easily to a summer-to-fall dress; for later months, we love the idea of a cool corduroy bucket hat shape (like this ISABEL MARANT
style at INTERMIX) topping a look of neutral outerwear and clean trainers over the weekend.

@HYPEBEAST

ALICE + OLIVIA mask ($12.95)
755 Madison Avenue

ROWEN ROSE suiting + mask at
FIVESTORY (price upon request)

VERONICA BEARD mask ($15)
988 Madison Avenue

FASHION MASKS
Since they have become the foundational accessory for all of our looks, why not choose a mask that pairs style and safety? ALICE + OLIVIA as well as VERONICA BEARD
have great pattern options; but the standout ROWEN ROSE masks that complement their suiting counterparts at FIVESTORY were deﬁnitely the stars in show; “I’m still
thinking about the matching mask and suit in FIVESTORY...might need to return for that one! It’s the Fall 2020 power suit!” - KG

@HYPEBEAST

@HANDINFIRE

ACNE STUDIOS tote ($950)
926 Madison Avenue

TIBI

THE REAL REAL

BY FAR sandals at FIVESTORY ($550)

ZARA

BUCCELLATI necklace (price
upon request)
714 Madison Avenue

ANINE BING bag ($549)

HEAVY METALS
Heavy hardware statements are the detail we are looking for on our accessories this season. Think big chain details, like these BY FAR sandals at FIVESTORY or this
investment necklace at BUCCELLATI that can easily dress up a casual tee or work back to tailored separates (even if it’s just for a Zoom call.) Even a statement clasp like
this ACNE STUDIOS tote shows that when it comes to hardware, the bigger the better.

@HYPEBEAST

@HANDINFIRE

Bags, from a selection at
FIVESTORY (price upon
request)

TIBI

THE REAL REAL

VERONICA BEARD belts ($295/each)

ZARA

ZIMMERMANN shoes ($595)
900 Madison Avenue

MADEWELL bags ($148)
1144 Madison Avenue

EXOTICS + SNAKES
The leather trend of the season is printed or stamped croco and snake patterns. We love this as a detail to a simple silhouette bag like those at FIVESTORY and
MADWELL; the embossed exotic patterns on these VERONICA BEARD belts and ZIMMERMANN shoes are also an easy and trend-right way to add texture to an
otherwise neutral staple accessory.

@HYPEBEAST

@HANDINFIRE

JENNI KAYNE mules ($395)
1082 Madison Avenue

PERRIN PARIS bag at FIVESTORY ($1695)

ISABEL MARANT hat at INTERMIX ($175)

SOFT SURFACES
Though a great trend for Fall 2020, we love that this moment of soft surfaces speaks to the coziness and comfort we’ve gotten from our time at home this year. Why not
clutch a cozy tote like this one from MARC JACOBS? We also love the warmth of this ISABEL MARANT hat from INTERMIX for the colder months ahead; until then,
we’ll pair our JENNI KAYNE mules back to almost every casual look, from denim to sweatpants.

TIBI

ZARA

MARC JACOBS bag ($250)
655 Madison Avenue

THE REAL REAL

BOTTEGA VENETA boots ($1270)

@HYPEBEAST

@HANDINFIRE

ALICE + OLIVIA mask ($12.95),
sunglasses (price upon request)

JENNIFER BEHR headband at
VERONICA BEARD ($298)

TIBI

THE REAL REAL

ZARA

ZIMMERMANN sunglasses ($280)

THE WESTSIDE headbands (price upon
request)

STATEMENT PIECES
While we are all still wearing our masks, let us not forget to style the rest of our head with statement hair accessories and sunglasses to round out the look! We loved the
styling of printed mask, oversized sunnies, and chandelier earrings at ALICE + OLIVIA, but would also pair our masks back to the JENNIFER BEHR headband spotted
at VERONICA BEARD or the pearled styles from THE WESTSIDE.

@HYPEBEAST

@HANDINFIRE

ZARA

STAUD bag at INTERMIX ($325)

LONGCHAMP crossbody bag xs
($290)

MAJE lipstick bag ($110)

TIBI

THE REAL REAL

“I could have spent an hour in
INTERMIX - there was so much to
see! Unique apparel brands and they
had some terriﬁc accessories!” - KG

ACNE STUDIOS mini ($690)

THE MINI BAG
We may be barely leaving the house this season, but when we do, we keep our essentials close in a mini bag. With just enough room for our credit cards and keys, the xs
crossbody from LONGCHAMP, the mini from ACNE STUDIOS, and the tiny tote from STAUD at INTERMIX all speak to the super-sweet sizing of the season. If even
that’s not small enough, try the lipstick bag from MAJE to keep your cosmetics close and perfectly applied (under your mask!)
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